Many scientific disciplines currently are experiencing a "reproducibility crisis" because 58 numerous scientific findings cannot be repeated consistently [1][2][3][4] . A new but controversial 59 hypothesis postulates that stringent levels of environmental and biotic standardization in 60 experimental studies reduces reproducibility by amplifying impacts of lab-specific 61 environmental factors not accounted for in study designs [5][6][7][8] . A corollary to this hypothesis 62 is that the deliberate introduction of controlled systematic variability (CSV) in 63 experimental designs can increase reproducibility. We tested this hypothesis using a multi-64 laboratory microcosm study in which the same ecological experiment was repeated in 14 65 Reproducibility-the ability to duplicate a study and its findings-is a defining feature of 82 scientific research. In ecology, it is often argued that it is virtually impossible to precisely 83 duplicate any single ecological experiment or observational study because complex ecological 84 interactions between the ever-changing environment and the extraordinary diversity of biological 85 systems exhibiting a wide range of plastic responses at different levels of biological organization 86 together make exact duplication unfeasible 9,10 . Although this may be true for observational and 87 field studies, numerous ecological (and agronomic) studies are carried out with artificially 88 assembled, simplified ecosystems and controlled environmental conditions in experimental 89 microcosms or mesocosms (henceforth, "microcosms") [11][12][13] . Since biotic and environmental 90 parameters can be tightly controlled in microcosms, results from such studies should be easier to 91 Milcu et al. 2016 5/25 reproduce. Even though microcosms frequently have been used to address fundamental 92 ecological questions 12,14,15 , there has been no quantitative assessment of the reproducibility of 93 any microcosm experiment. 94
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Because it reduces within-treatment variability, experimental standardization-the 95 implementation of strictly defined and controlled properties of organisms and their 96 environment-is widely thought to increase both reproducibility and the sensitivity of statistical 97 tests 7, 16 . This paradigm has been challenged recently by several studies on animal behavior that 98 suggest that stringent standardization may, counterintuitively, be responsible for generating non-99 reproducible results [5] [6] [7] ; the results may be valid under given conditions (i.e., they are local 100 "truths") but are not generalizable 16, 17 . Despite rigorous adherence to experimental protocols, 101 laboratories inherently vary in many conditions that are not measured and are thus unaccounted 102 for, such as experimenter, micro-scale environmental heterogeneity, physico-chemical properties 103 of reagents and lab-ware, pre-experimental conditioning of organisms, and their genetic and 104 epigenetic variation. It even has been suggested 5-7 that attempts to stringently control all sources 105 of biological and environmental variation might inadvertently lead to the amplification of these 106 unmeasured variations among laboratories, thus reducing reproducibility. Some studies have 107 gone even further, hypothesizing that the introduction of controlled systematic variation (CSV) 108 among the replicates of a treatment (e.g., using different genotypes for different experimental 109
replicates or varying pre-experimental conditions) should lead to less variable mean response 110 values between the laboratories that duplicated the experiments 6, 7 . In short, reproducibility 111 should increase by shifting the variance from among experiments to within them 7 . If this is true, 112 then introducing CSV will increase researchers' abilities to draw generalizable conclusions about 113 the directions and effect sizes of experimental treatments, while at the same time reducing the 114 probability of detecting statistically significant treatment effects. 115
To test the hypothesis that introducing CSV enhances reproducibility in an ecological 116 context, we had 14 European laboratories simultaneously run a simple microcosm experiment 117 using grass (Brachypodium distachion L.) monocultures and grass and legume (Medicago 118 truncatula Gaertn.) mixtures. This experiment measured the effects of the presence of a nitrogen-119 fixing legume on ecosystem functioning and productivity in grass-legume mixtures ('net legume 120 effect' hereafter), an approach often used in legume-grass binary cropping systems 18, 19 and 121 biodiversity-ecosystem function experiments 20, 21 . All laboratories were provided with the same 122 experimental protocol, seed stock from the same batch, and identical containers with which to 123 establish microcosms with grass only and grass-legume mixtures. Alongside a control (CTR) 124 with no CSV and containing a homogenized soil substrate (mixture of soil and sand) and a single 125 genotype of each plant species, we explored the effects of five different types of within-and 126 among-microcosm CSV on experimental reproducibility of the net legume effect ( Fig.1 ): 1) 127 within-microcosm environmental CSV (CSV-WE) achieved by spatially varying soil resource 128 distribution through the introduction of six sand patches into the soil; 2) among-microcosm 129 environmental CSV (CSV-AE), which varied the number of sand patches (none, three or six) 130 among replicate microcosms; 3) within-microcosm biological CSV (CSV-WB) that used three 131 distinct genotypes per species planted in homogenized soil in each microcosm; 4) among-132 microcosm biological CSV (CSV-AB) that varied the number of genotypes (one, two or three) 133 planted in homogenized soil among replicate microcosms; and 6) both environmental and biotic 134 CSV (CSV-WEB) within microcosms that used six sand patches and three plant genotypes per 135 species in each microcosm. In addition, we tested whether CSV effects depended on the level of 136 7/25 standardization within laboratories by using two common experimental approaches ('SETUP' 137 hereafter): growth chambers with tightly controlled environmental conditions and identical soil 138 (eight laboratories) or glasshouses with more loosely controlled environmental conditions and 139 different soils (six laboratories; Extended Data Table 1 ). We first tested the response to CSV of 140 twelve variables that are used commonly to describe ecosystem functions of plant-soil 141 microcosms (Extended Data Table 2 ). We then determined how the different types of CSV 142 affected the mean effect size and its standard deviation (SD) within and among laboratories; 143 lower among-laboratory SD implies that the results were reproduced more closely. 144
Although each laboratory followed the same experimental protocol, we found remarkably 145 high levels of among-laboratory variation in mean values for the majority of response variables 146 and the net legume effect on those variables (Extended Data Figs 1 and 2 ). For example, the net 147 legume effect on mean total plant biomass varied from 1.31 to 6.72 g dry weight (DW) per 148 microcosm among growth chambers, suggesting that unmeasured laboratory-specific conditions 149 outweighed effects of experimental standardization. Among glasshouses, differences were even 150 larger: mean plant biomass varied by nearly two orders of magnitude, from 0.14 to 14.57g DW 151 per microcosm (Extended Data Fig. 2) . 152
Among-laboratory SD of net legume effect was significantly affected by CSV, SETUP and 153 their interaction (Table 1 is the best available estimate of the "true" legume effect, we also assessed how the CSV 160 treatment affected the deviation from the grand mean (Extended Data Fig. 5 ). We found that of 161 the five types of CSV, CSV-AB (among-microcosm variance in genotypes) differed least from 162 the grand mean and resulted in the most reproducible results (Fig. 2c) . 163
Within-laboratory SD of the net legume effect was only marginally affected by CSV 164 treatment when the analysis was performed on within-laboratory SD from individual variables 165 (Table 1 ), but this effect was significant when the analysis was performed on the second 166 principal component (PC2) of a PCA analysis that included all twelve response variables 167 (Extended Data Table 3 ). No significant CSV × SETUP interaction was found (Fig. 3a) . 168
However, we did observe a significant SETUP effect (Table 1 and Extended Data Table 3) : 169 within-laboratory SD was lower in growth chambers (Fig. 3b) . As we observed a tendency for 170 CSV to increase within-laboratory variation, we also analyzed the impact of the most 171 reproducible CSV treatment-CSV-AB-on the statistical power of detecting the net legume 172 effect within individual laboratories. Adding CSV-AB led to a reduction in statistical power 173 (57% in CTR vs. 45% in CSV-AB) that could be compensated for by doubling the number of 174 microcosms per treatment. 175
We further explored the relationship between within-and among-laboratory SD to 176 determine whether reproducibility was increased by shifting the variation from among to within 177 laboratories. Although the introduction of CSV generally increased within-laboratory SD of the 178 net legume effect (Extended Data Fig. 6 ), the treatment level with the highest reproducibility 179 (CSV-AB in growth chambers) only exhibited a non-significant trend of higher within-laboratory 180 SD relative to CTR (Fig. 3c ). Moreover, a statistical model of among-laboratory SD as a function 181 of within-laboratory SD, SETUP, and CSV treatment did not reveal a significant three-way 182 Milcu et al. 2016 9/25 (within-laboratory SD × SETUP × CSV) interaction (F 5,120 = 0.49, P = 0.784), although in the 183 growth chamber setup the steepest and flattest slopes were for the CTR and CSV-AB treatment 184 levels, respectively (Fig. 3c) . Therefore, although the observed trends are in line with the 185 proposed conjecture that adding CSV enhances reproducibility by increasing within-laboratory 186 variability, our results do not provide unequivocally support for it. 187
Overall, our findings provide compelling support for the hypothesis that introducing CSV in 188 experimental designs can increase reproducibility of ecological studies [5] [6] [7] . We also suggest that 189 the relationship between CSV and reproducibility is purely probabilistic and results from the 190 decreased likelihood that microcosms containing CSV will respond to unaccounted lab-specific 191 environmental factors in the same direction and with the same magnitude. In particular, 192 introducing CSV by using multiple genotypes of study species among replicated microcosms 193 appears to be a good strategy to enhance reproducibility because a mixture of genotypes may 194 limit genotype-specific or assemblage-wide responses to lab-specific environmental variation 195 (see also additional discussion in Supplementary Information). This suggestion is in line with 196 mounting evidence that ecological responses differ significantly among genotypes, and that 197 failure to account for genetic diversity leads to spurious results [22] [23] [24] . Interestingly, the 198 effectiveness of CSV-AB in increasing reproducibility was higher in growth chambers, and this 199 result amplifies the importance of introducing CSV in designs with stringent environmental 200 standardization. The lack of a significant effect on reproducibility when introducing CSV-AB in 201 
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All laboratories tried to the best of their abilities to carry out an identical experimental protocol. 291
Whereas not all laboratories managed to recreate precisely all details of the experimental 292 protocol, we considered this to be a realistic scenario under which ecological experiments using 293 microcosms are performed in glasshouses and growth chambers. 294
Germination. The seeds from the three genotypes of Brachypodium distachyon (Bd21, Bd21-3 295 and Bd3-1) and Medicago truncatula (L000738, L000530 and L000174) were first sterilized by 296 soaking 100 seeds in 100 mL of sodium hypochlorite solution at 2.6% of active chlorine and 297 stirred for 15 min using a magnet. Thereafter, the seeds were rinsed 3 times in 250mL of sterile 298 water for 10-20 seconds under shaking. Sterilized seeds were germinated in trays (10 cm and night-time, respectively. When the seedlings of both species reached 1 cm in height above 302 the vermiculite they were transplanted into the microcosms. 303
Preparation of microcosms 304
All laboratories used identical containers (2-liter volume, 14.8-cm diameter, 17.4-cm height). 305
Sand patches were created using custom-made identical "patch makers" consisting of six rigid 306 PVC tubes of 2.5-cm diam. and 25-cm length, arranged in a circular pattern with an outer 307 diameter of 10cm. A textile mesh was placed at the bottom of the containers to prevent the 308 spilling of soil through drainage holes. Filling of microcosms containing sand patches started 309 with the insertion of the "patch maker" into containers. Thereafter, in growth chamber setups, 310 2000 g dry weight of soil, subtracting the weight of the sand patches, was added into the 311 containers and around the tubes of the "patch maker". In the glasshouse setups with different 312 soils, the dry weight of the soil differed slightly (depending on the soil density) and was first 313 estimated individually in each laboratory as the amount of soil we needed to fill the pots up to 2 314 cm from the top. Finally, the tubes were filled with a mixture of 10% soil and 90% sand. When 315 the microcosms did not contain sand patches, the amount of sand contained in six patches was 316 homogenized with the soil. During the filling of the microcosms, a common substrate for 317 measuring litter decomposition was inserted at the center of the microcosm at 8-cm depth. For 318 simplicity as well as for its fast decomposition rate, we used a single batch of commercially 319 available tetrahedron-shaped synthetic tea bags (mesh size of 0.25 mm) containing 2 g of green 320 tea (Lipton, Unilever), as proposed by the "tea-bag index" method 27 . Once filled, the microcosms 321 where watered until water could be seen pouring out of the pot. The seedlings were then 322 manually transplanted to predetermined positions (Fig. 1) , depending on the genotype and 323 treatment. Each laboratory established two blocks of 36 microcosms each, resulting in a total of 324 72 microcosms per laboratory, with blocks representing two distinct chambers in growth 325 chamber setups or two distinct growth benches in the same glasshouse. 326
Soils 327
All laboratories using growth chamber setups used the same soil, whereas the laboratories using 328 glasshouses used different soils (see Extended Data Table 1 
Sampling and analytical procedures 361
After 80 days, the experiments were stopped and all plants were harvested. Plant shoots were cut 362 at the soil surface level, separated into species and dried at 60ºC for three days. Roots and the 363 remaining litter in the tea bags were washed out of the soil using a 1-mm mesh sieve and dried at 364 60ºC for three days. Microcosm evapotranspiration rate was measured before the harvesting as 365 the difference in weight changes from 70% of WHC after 48h. Shoot %C, %N, δ 13 C, and δ 15 N 366 were measured on pooled shoot biomass (including seeds) of B. distachyon and analyzed at the 367 Göttingen Centre for Isotope Research and Analysis using a coupled system consisting of an 368 elemental analyzer (NA 1500, Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy) and a gas isotope mass spectrometer 369 (MAT 251, Finnigan, Thermo Electron Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). 370
Data analysis and statistics 371
We focused our analyses on the net legume effect-the difference between the equivalent 372 microcosms with and without legumes-as we considered that comparing within-and among-373 laboratory variation in the effect size of an experimental treatment (here the presence of a 374 legume) was a more realistic test of reproducibility than comparing absolute values of response 375 variables. All analyses were performed using R version 3.2.4
28
. To assess reproducibility we 376 investigated how CSV treatments affected the standard deviation (SD) of the measured variables, 377 with lower among-laboratory SD indicating increased reproducibility. We opted for SD instead 378 of the coefficient of variation because the net legume effect contained both positive and negative 379 values. As a complementary approach to assess the impact of CSV on reproducibility we 380 explored the extent to which the net legume effect was different from the grand mean (pooled 381 across all laboratories, CSV treatments, and two SETUPs) and used a Kruskal-Wallis test on the 382 ranked differences (of all response variables) from the grand mean. 383
Among-laboratory SD was computed from laboratory means for each response variable, 384 CSV treatments and SETUPs (n = 144; 6 CSV levels × 2 SETUP levels × 12 response variables). tested with a mixed effects model using the "nlme" package 29 as suggested by Zuur et al. 391 (2009) 30 . The statistical model with the lowest AIC for between-laboratory SD included the 392 response variable as a random factor as well as a "varIdent" weighting function to correct for 393 heteroscedasticity resulting for the variable-specific spread of the residuals (R syntax: "model= 394 lme (between-laboratory SD ~ CSV*SETUP, random=~1|varaible, weights=varIdent (form = 395 ~1|variable))". A priori planed contrasts between the CTR and the treatment levels with CSV 396 were performed using Welch's t-tests on the z-scored normalized SDs. 397
Within-laboratory SDs were analyzed with two approaches. First, to allow for a direct 398 analytic and graphical comparison with the results for among-laboratory SD, we aggregated the 399 within-laboratory SDs by CSV and SETUP for each response variable (n = 144). A model 400 similar to the one we had used for among-laboratory SD was used to assess the impact of CSV 401 and SETUP. With a second approach we analyzed each response variable separately using mixed 402 effect models with "laboratory" as a random factor and a "varIdent" weighting function to 403 correct for heteroscedasticity resulting for the lab specific spread of the residuals (R syntax: 404 "model= lme (net legume effect ~ CSV*SETUP, random=~1|laboratory, weights=varIdent (form 405 = ~1|laboratory))"; n = 84; 14 laboratories × 6 CSV treatments). As within-laboratory SD data 406 allowed us to account for the inherent collinearity of some of the response variables, we further 407 tested the impact of the CSV on the first and second principal components (PC1 and PC2) 408 derived from a principal component analysis ("prcomp" function in R) using scaled and centered 409 
